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001
酸枝嵌螺鈿扶手
椅
A SUANZHI AND
MOTHER-OFPEARL INLAID
ARMCHAIR
估價：$1000 - $1500
A wide single chair,
the back decorated
with figures in a
garden scene with
mother of pearl.
H: 103cm L: 86cm
W: 50cm
起拍：$500

002
20 世紀 硬木靠背椅對

A PAIR OF CHINESE HARDWOOD CARVED DINING
CHAIRS
估價：$1200 - $2000
A pair of hardwood car ved dining chairs, with finely
carved 'gathering scenes' and dragons, chairs' legs are
carved with figures, lots of patterns all around the chairs .
W54xD47xH111cm(x2)
起拍：$600

003
19 世紀 鐵力木長椅

A TIELIMU BENCH, 19TH C
估價：$800 - $1200
A dark brown color TieLi wood bench, L: 184cm, W: 52cm , H:
84.5cm
起拍：$400

004
19 世紀 剔紅漆畫大賞瓶一對

005
19 世紀 酸枝桌椅三件套

A PAIR OF LARGE LACQUERED VASES 19TH C
估價：$600 - $1000
A pair of red lacquered vases, of baluster form, painted
with rectangular panels of landscape on red ground,
with abraded mouth and foot rim, H:132 cm, D:64 cm
each
起拍：$300

THREE PIECES OF SUANZHI FURNITURE, 19TH C
估價：$600 - $1000
Consists of two chairs and a round table. Table: D: 63cm, H: 78cm,
Chair: W: 39cm, H: 94cm
起拍：$300
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007
19 世紀 嵌雲石紫檀文房小幾

A SMALL MARBLE INLAID ZITAN TABLE, 19TH C
估价：$1500 - $2500
The top panel with two pieces of square marble, 19thC. L: 38cm,
W: 26cm , H 17.5cm
起拍：$600

006
19 世紀酸枝立櫃

A SUANZHI CABINET, 19TH C
估价：$600 - $1000
Consists of two compartments, the with two hinged door and
two drawers, the top reveals a three-tier shelf.
L: 76.6cm W: 41.5cm , H: 164cm
起拍：$300

008
20 世紀硬木翹頭案

A HARDWOOD ALTAR TABLE, 20TH C
估价：$300 - $500
Attached with aprons in scrolling pattern. W: 37cm , H: 95cm, L:
123cm
起拍：$200

009
晚清 花鳥雕金木挂
屏

A CHINESE GILT
CARVED HANGING
PANEL, LATE QING
估价：$400 - $600
A large gilt wood
panel, openwork
carved in high relief
of deer, birds, monkey
in the wood, mounted
in a gilt frame. 44.3 x
68 x 4 cm
起拍：$200

010
20 世紀 硬木筆架
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A HARDWOOD BRUSH STAND, 20TH C.
估价：$500 - $800
A carved wood form stand with carved dragon in the
middle. W35xH35.5xD10.6cm
起拍：$300

011
20 世紀硬木文件箱

A HARDWOOD DOCUMENT BOX 20TH
C
估價：$600 - $1000
The rectangular box is fitted in brass with
a two-part lock plate and cloud-form hasp
on the front, bail handles at the sides.
A warm reddish-chestnut tone with an
attractive grain and distinct 'ghostfaces'.
W50xH25.5xD20.5cm
起拍：$300

012
民國 鎏金木雕十八羅漢

EIGHTEEN GILT-WOOD FIGURES OF
LUOHAN, REPUBLICAN
估價：$1,000 - $1,500
Set of Chinese wood figural carvings of the
eighteen lohan, each of the Buddhist disciples
fashioned with prominent individualized
facial features, wearing monastic robes and
accompanied by characteristic attributes and
mounts. Largest H:20cm
起拍：$500

013
19 世紀 癭木筆筒

A BURL WOOD BRUSH POT, 19TH C
估價：$300 - $500
Of cylindrical form, the brush pot is carved in the
natural shape of a piece of burl wood. H:14.5cm
起拍：$200

014
亞洲風格銅盒三個

THREE ASIAN STYLE BRONZE BOXES
估價：$400 - $700
The first of a bronze box with floral patterns on the outside. The second
of a round bronze box. The third of a cloisonne round shaped box.
Largest D:13.5cm
起拍：$200

015
晚清 玉擺件兩個

TWO JADE CARVINGS, LATE QING
估價：$400 - $700
The first of a lady carrying a basket .The stone of a celadon and russet color. The
second of a small cup with flowers carved on the outside. The stone of a green
color. Largest H:20cm
起拍：$200
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015A
19-20 世紀 剔紅百寶嵌四屏
風

CHINESE JADE INLAID
CINNABAR SCREEN, 19-20TH
C.
估价：$10,000-$15,000
Four chinese red lacquered
cinnabar panel screen inlaid with
white and spinach jade,green
jadeite, agate and various
precious stones. 183x41cm(x4)
Provenance:Collection of Toronto
Jewish Family
來源： 多倫多猶太家庭
起拍：$4,000

015B
劉國松 地球何許系列之一

LIU GUO SONG 'WHICH IS EARTH?' SERIES,
FRAMED
估价：$10,000-$15,000
Signed and dated 1969 in Chinese. Ink and
colour on paper. Without frame:52.5x53cm
波士頓西人藏家 70 年代購置於畫廊
1932 年出生，祖籍山東，現代水墨之父，在台灣
省立師範學院藝術系（今台灣師大美術系）畢業後，
便和同學組成「五月畫會」，以深具實驗性的作品
和犀利的文筆，在 1950 年代後期掀起了戰後台灣
最重要的「現代繪畫運動」；尤其他當時堅持的「抽
象」與「水墨」，形成風潮，追隨者眾，對中國水
墨的現代化，提出了具體的貢獻。
1968 年底，隨著美國太空船阿波羅的飛越月球，
有感於人類首次看到自己居住的地球照片，激發他
展開波瀾壯闊的「太空畫系列」，將人間山水帶到
宇宙風景、無垠太空之中。
起拍：$5,000
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LOT016-LOT037: 滿地可重要藏家
016
清 黃玉節節高開佩

A YELLOW JADE
CARVED BAMBOO
PLAQUE, QING
估价：$1000 - $1500
Carved in low relief of
a rectangular frame
with the motif at
bottom, both sides
carved with bamboo.
4x6.7cm
Provenance: from an
Important Montreal
Collection
來源： 滿地可重要藏家

017
雙耳銅香爐 大明宣德年制款

A CHINESE BRONZE TRIPOD CENSER, XUANDE
MARK
估价：$500 - $800
the compressed globular body raised on three
short conical feet, the slightly everted rim set with
two upright loop handles, the underside cast with
an apocryphal six-character Xuande mark within a
rectangle. D:10cm H:6.7cm
Provenance: from an Important Montreal Collection
來源： 滿地可重要藏家
起拍：$300

起拍：$500

018
大清光緒年制 青花龍紋小盤

A BLUE AND WHITE DRAGON DISH, GUANGXU MARK
估价：$700 - $1500
Chinese porcelain plate decorated in blue and white
with dragons on both interior and exterior. Complete
with fitted silk-lined case. The base with a six-character
Guangxu mark.D:16.2cm
Provenance: from an Important Montreal Collection
來源： 滿地可重要藏家
起拍：$400

020
白玉小鼻煙壺一對

GROUP OF TWO SMALL
CHINESE WHITE JADE
SNUFF BOTTLE
估价：$300 - $500
The group comprising of
two jade carved bottles.
One with a amber-like
stopper, the other with
a coral-like stopper.
Largest H:4.3cm
Provenance: from
an Important
MontrealCollection
來源： 滿地可重要藏家
起拍：$200

019
光緒粉彩開光春碗 連盒（局部有修補）

A FAMILLE ROSE BOWL, GUANXU PERIOD, WITH BOX
估价：$600 - $1000
Outside of the bowl decorated with spring-flowering foliage and
the gound is in pink rose glaze, inside has blue and white painting
of spring flowers and trees. With box.(repaired). D: 14.5cm
Provenance: from an Important Montreal Collection
來源： 滿地可重要藏家
起拍：$300

021
19 世紀文房黃玉
刻字圈

A YELLOW
JADE CARVED
STATIONARY, 19TH
C.
估价：$600 - $1000
Overall in celadon
tone. Carved with
calligraphy on both
sides. D:8.5cm
Provenance: from an
Important Montreal
Collection
來源： 滿地可重要藏家
起拍：$300
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022
清 青白玉四方珮

A WHITE JADE CARVED PLAQUE, QING
估價：$500 - $800
Of rectangular form, carved in relief to
both side with scrolls pattern. 4.5x3.2cm
Provenance: from an Important Montreal
Collection
來源： 滿地可重要藏家
起拍：$300

023
清 白玉法輪掛牌

A WHITE JADE BUDDISH PENDANT, QING
估價：$600 - $1000
Carved white jade pendant of fortune
wheel. The stone of an even tone. L 6.3cm
Provenance: from an Important Montreal
Collection
來源： 滿地可重要藏家
起拍：$300

025
清 “玉堂清玩”款 雙耳
銅爐

BRONZE INCENSE BURNER
估價：$600 - $1,000
Of compressed bomb form
and flanked by a pair of
c-shaped handles. The body
carved with calligraphy. The
base with a four-character Yu
Tang Qing Wan mark.
D: 12.5cm H:6.5cm
Provenance: from an
Important Montreal
Collection
來源： 滿地可重要藏家
起拍：$300

024
19 世紀 竹刻臂擱

BAMBOO CARVED
WRIST REST, 19TH C.
估價：$200 - $400
Incised with plum
blossom and
calligraphy. 26.5x4.7cm
Provenance: from an
Important Montreal
Collection
來源： 滿地可重要藏家
起拍：$100

026
清 銅獸 鎮紙

A BRONZE MYSTICAL BEAST PAPERWEIGHT, QING
估價：$200 - $400
Finely cast in the form of a mythical beast, with a
sitting position and head held high slightly turns
towards right. H:13cm
Provenance: from an Important MontrealCollection
來源： 滿地可重要藏家
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起拍：$100

027
明 白玉福壽帶板十件套

A SET OF TEN WHITE JADE
'SHOU' BELT PLAQUE,
MING
估价：$12000 - $20000
Comprising ten rectangular
plaques of two sizes, all
carved and reticulated with
'Fu' and 'Shou' pattern.
Largest:4.1x 5.9cm
Provenance: from
an Important
MontrealCollection
來源： 滿地可重要藏家
起拍：$5000

028
19 世紀 天然木三足水洗

NATURAL WOOD CARVING WATER DROPPER
估价：$300 - $500
A wood carved mythical beast water dropper. H:6.5cm D:18.5cm
Provenance: from an Important Montreal Collection
來源：滿地可重要藏家

029
19 世紀 青釉盤鑼洗 乾隆年制款

A GREEN GLAZE WASHER, 19TH C.,QIANLONG PERIOD
估价：$300 - $500
Of shallow flared sides supported with a short foot.
H:3.5cm D:11cm
Provenance: from an Important Montreal Collection
來源 : 滿地可重要藏家
起拍：$140

起拍：$140

030
清 仿哥窯大水洗

A CHINESE CELADON GE-TYPE WATERPOT, QING
估价：$500 - $800
Of compressed globular body rising to an inverted
mouth rim, body applied overall with a thick pale
greyish celadon glaze suffused with dark brown
crackle. H:9.5cm D:23cm
Provenance: from an Important Montreal Collection
來源 : 滿地可重要藏家
起拍：$250

031
清 仿哥窯高身圓爐

A CHINESE GE-TYPE CENSER, QING
估价：$300 - $500
Raised on tripod short feet, covered inside and out with a gray
glaze suffused with russet and dark crackles. D:23.5 H:10cm
Provenance: from an Important MontrealCollection
來源 : 滿地可重要藏家
起拍：$140
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033
19 世紀 醬色蓋碗

032
民國端硯帶硬木盒

A DUAN INKSTONE IN WOODEN BOX, REPUBLIC P.
估價：$400 - $700
A Chinese duan ink stone in a wooden box carved with a
dragon. D:14.5x19.5cm
Provenance: from an Important Montreal Collection
來源 : 滿地可重要藏家

A CHINESE BROWN GLAZED BOWL AND COVER, 19TH
C.
估價：$300 - $500
Potted with deep rounded sides, the exterior covered
in even brown glaze thinning at the mouth. The interior
decorated with goldfish and waves. H:7cm D:12.5cm
Provenance: from an Important Montreal Collection
來源：滿地可重要藏家
起拍：$140

起拍：$200

034
清 海藍寶雕花鼻
煙壺

AN AQUAMARINE
FLOWER & BIRD
SNUFF BOTTLE
估價：$600 - $1000
An aquamarine snuff
bottle carved with
flower basket and
birds around the
body, W:4xH:5.5cm
Provenance: from
an Important
MontrealCollection
來源 : 滿地可重要藏家
起拍：$300

035
晚清 海藍寶腰牌

A CARVED
AQUAMARINE
PENDANT, LATE
QING
估價：$1000 - $1500
Of overall an
oval form, the
body carved with
chilong on both
side. The stone of
a transparent skyblue tone. 4x5.5cm
Provenance: from
an Important
MontrealCollection
來源 : 滿地可重要藏家
起拍：$500

036
清 鳥食罐七個
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SEVEN CHINESE PORCELAIN BIRD
FEEDERS, QING
估價：$600 - $1000
The first a pair of bird feeders with
two lug handles, painted with dragon
within scrolling clouds. H: 3cm. The
second birdfeeder with crack glaze,
with two lug handles. H: 3.5cm. The
third of bud form,blue and white
glazed. The fourth a pair of blue
and white with handles. The last of
peitite size, bud form, blue and white
glazed. H: 3.2 cm H:5.5cm
Provenance: from an Important
Montreal Collection
來源 : 滿地可重要藏家
起拍：$300

037
銅胎掐絲琺瑯雙聯鼻煙壺

A CLOISONNENAMELED DOUBLE
GOURD-FORM SNUFF BOTTLE
估价：$300 - $500
Resting on a slightly concave circular base,
each bulb decorated with lotus scrolls.
H:6.5cm
Provenance: from an Important
MontrealCollection
來源：滿地可重要藏家

038
水晶雕刻及孔雀石鼻煙壺三款一組

THREE CHINESE CARVED HARDSTONE SNUFF BOTTLES
估价：$400 - $700
Comprising one amethyst example, one malachite example and one rock
crystal example. Larges H:8cm
起拍：$200

起拍：$200

040
明 龍泉三足雙龍耳爐

A LONGQUAN TRIPOD INCENSE BURNER MING
估价：$500 - $800
A celadon glazed censer, of the compressed
globular body supported on three short feet, the
mouth set with a pair of dragon shaped hoop
handles, H: 7.9cm, D: 10.5cm
起拍：$300

041
明 龍泉執手水滴
039
19 世纪 五彩人物大盤 大清康熙年制款

A LARGE WUCAI PLATE KANGXI MARK 19TH C
估价：$600 - $1000
A wucai plate, painted with a lady and children playing
in a garden, six character Kangxi in blue at the base
within a double ring, D: 28cm
起拍：$300

A LONGQUAN
WATERDROP MING
估价：$500 - $800
A longquan
round shape ewer
waterdrop, overall
in celadon glaze,
suffused with a
mix of crackles,
decorated with
round studs around
the round body, the
base is unglazed,
H: 9.9cm, D: 12.4cm
起拍：$300
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043
明 哥窯葫蘆瓶

A GE TYPE GOURD
VASE MING
估價：$500 - $800
A Ge type gourd vase,
overall applied with
beige glaze suffused
with russet crackles,
H: 15cm
起拍：$300

042
明 龍泉桃形研滴

A LONGQUAN PEACH SHAPE INK DROP MING
估價：$500 - $800
A double-peaches shaped ink drop, overall applied with celadon
glaze suffused with russet crackles, drilled holes at the top and side of
interior, L: 20cm
起拍：$300

044
民國 紅釉蒜頭瓶

A RED GLAZED
GARLIC MOUTH
VASE REPUBLIC
PERIOD
估價：$400 - $600
A red glaze garlicmouth vase, painted
overall in red color,
double ring in blue
at the base, H: 32cm
起拍：$200

046
明以前 龍泉三足弦
紋爐

A LONGQUAN FIGURE SHAPE OIL LAMP BEFORE MING
估價：$1200 - $2000
A figure holding an oil lamp, overall painted with celadon
glaze, H: 20cm

A LONGQUAN
RIBBED TRIPOD
INCENSE BURNER
MING
估價：$600 - $1000
A cylindrical body
supported on three
tiny feet, the body
decorated with ribbed
pattern, overall in a
green celadon glaze.
H: 6.5cm, D: 8.9cm

起拍：$600

起拍：$300

045
明以前 龍泉飛青人形油燈
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049
明以前 油滴釉雞心樽

047
越窯八棱長頸淨瓶

A YUE KILN LONG NECK VASE
估价：$500 - $800
A Yue kiln olive glazed ribbed
long neck vase. H:23cm
起拍：$300

048
明以前 龍泉盤口瓶

A SMALL BLACK GLAZED VASE, BEFORE
MING
估价：$1200 - $2000
A small vase with black streak glaze similar
to oil drip patterns, bottom unglazed, before
Ming. H:9cm.
起拍：$600

A LONGQUAN FLARED RIM VASE BEFORE
MING
估价：$1200 - $2000
The cylindrical body tapering slightly
towards the foot from the canted shoulder,
the widely flarely rim with upturned rim,
covered overall with an even glaze of green
tone which covers the inside of the of
thefoot and the flat base. H:16.5cm
起拍：$600

051
民国 酱釉葫芦瓶 長
豐軒珍玩器款

A BROWN GLAZE
GOURD VASE
REPUBLIC PERIOD
估价：$600 - $1000
A brown glazed gourd
vase with 'chuangfeng
xuan zhenwan qi'
Mark, Republic Period.
H:16cm
起拍：$300

050
19 世紀 瓜楞金魚小水埕 慎德堂款

A FAMILLE ROSE GOLD FISH WATERPOT 19THC
估价：$600 - $1000
A small pumpkin shape waterpot with white water
pattern glazed and gold fishes all around the body, 'shen
de tang zhi' mark on the bottom. D:12cm, H:10cm.
起拍：$300
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052
明 樞府釉堆塑龍紋玉壺春瓶

A WHITE GLAZED RIBBED VASE
WITH A EMBOSSED DRAGON, MING
估價：$1000-$1500
A white glazed ribbed vase with a
embossed dragon, Ming. H:26.5cm
起拍：$500

053
明以前 河南窯黑釉褐斑玉壺春瓶

AN HENAN KILN YUHUCHUN VASE,
BEFORE MING
估價：$700-$1500
An Henan kiln Yuhuchun vase, black
glazed iron rusty, H:28cm.
起拍：$300

054
康熙青花葫蘆瓶

A CHINESE BLUE AND WHITE TRIPLEGOURD VASE, KANGXI
估價：$4000-$7000
A triple gourd vase with three globular
sections surmounted by a tall waisted
neck, painted with brilliant underglaze
blue decoration of '100 antiques' motif
and blossoming flowers on clear white
porcelain,double circle mark to base,
H:25cm
SOTHBEY NEWYORK MARCH 1975, 拍品
LOT#357
起拍：$2000

056
同治仿官窯貫耳瓶

A GUAN TYPE TUBULAR
EARS VASE, TONGZHI
MARK
估價：$2000-$4000
The pear-shaped body
rising to a tapered neck
with two tubular handles,
raised on a straight foot,
celadon crackle-Glaze
all over and bottom, six
character TongZhi mark.
H:33xW:20cm
起拍：$1000

055
19 世紀 黃釉鳳尾樽和小瓶

GREEN CRACKLE VASE AND BROWN GLAZED
CRACKLE VASE
估價：$300-$500
First of baluster form, surmounted by a tall neck
with trumpet mouth. Second a small brown
glazed crackle bottle vase. Largest H:22cm
起拍：$200
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057
磁州窯花貓對枕

A PAIR OF CIZHOU KILN PORCELAIN CAT
FORM PILLOWS
估价：$300-$500
These porcelain pillows are in cat form, dark
brown painting on white glaze, with air hole
on underside. 35x18.5cm each
起拍：$200

058
民國 玉船擺件

A JADE CARVING BOAT, REPUBLIC
PERIOD
估价：$500-$800
Finely carved in high relief an ancient boat
of near perfect quality white jade stone,
059
with open works windows and chimney,
low relief and well-carved details. L:10.5cm 18 世紀 德化白瓷福獅一對 連座
A PAIR OF DEHUA LIONS W/STAND,
H:5cm
18TH C.
估价：$800-$1500
起拍：$300
A pair of antique Chinese Qing Dehua
foo lion joss stick holder. Male foo lion
depicted with ball under paw. Stick
holder cylinder to rear left hip of foo lion.
H:30m w/stand
起拍：$400

060
民國吳德盛製雙鋪獸環耳紫砂大瓶一對

A PAIR OF POTTERY VASE
估价：$5000-$8000
Flanked with two beasts ears. Incised with peaches and ancient Chinese
characters. The base with a six-character mark. H:41cm
起拍：$3000
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061
20 世紀 時大彬製款紫砂茶葉罐一組

TWO YIXING TEA CADDIES, 20TH C
估價：$200-CA$400
Flanked with two beasts ears. Incised with peaches
and ancient Chinese characters. The base with a sixcharacter mark. Largest H:41cm
起拍：$100

062
19 世紀 套紅料器賞瓶

A RED OVERLAY WHITE
PEKING GLASS VASE, 19TH
C
估價：$300-$500
Rising from a spreading foot,
the white body decorated
with red leaves and flowers.
H: 18.5cm
H.H. Pao's Family Collection
鮑恆發家族舊藏

063
民國 任淦庭款 紫砂刻紋板

YIXING INLAID FIGURES PANEL, SIGNED
REN GANTING, REPUBLIC PERIOD
估價：$1000-$1500
Framed with Yixing, porcelain panel
inlaid with figures in a parade scene.
H28.5x42.7x0.3cm
起拍：$500

起拍：$200

064
19 世紀 紫砂筆筒 連座

CARVED ZISHA BRUSHPOT
估價：$1000-$1500
Decorated on a brownish ground with trees,
cloud swirls and birds in an outdoor setting.
H:9.5cm with stand
H.H. Pao's Family Collection
鮑恆發家族舊藏
起拍：$500
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065
明以前 醬釉白覆轮碗一對

A PAIR OF CHINESE BLACK GLAZED WHITE RIM BOWLS, BEFORE MING
估價：$600-$1000
Rising from a short foot, up to a angular stright rim, the exterior decorated with
uneven brown glaze. D:11.3cm.
H.H. Pao's Family Collection
鮑恆發家族舊藏
起拍：$300

066
元 河南窯碗

A CHINESE HENAN WARE BLACK GLAZED
BOWL, YUAN
估价：$600-$1000
Decorated on a brownish ground with trees,
cloud swirls and birds in an outdoor setting.
H:9.5cm with stand

067
隋 襄州多足硯臺

A CHINESE XIANGZHOU WARE INKSTONE
,SUI
估价：$1000-$1500
The flat plate supported by 20 sabar legs,
overall covered with celadon glaze.
D: 11.5cm

H.H. Pao's Family Collection

H.H. Pao's Family Collection

鮑恆發家族舊藏

鮑恆發家族舊藏

起拍：$300

起拍：$500

068
元 龍泉鬲式三足爐

A CHINESE LONGQUAN CELADON
TRIPOD CENSER,YUAN
估价：$1000-$1500
The compressed globular body
supported on three cabriole legs, with
vertical flanges associated with each leg,
covered overall save for the feet with a
soft green glaze. H:7cm
H.H. Pao's Family Collection
鮑恆發家族舊藏
起拍：$500

069
18 世紀 白釉三足爐

A WHITE GLAZED TRIPOD CENSER, 18TH C
估价：$400-$700
The vessel raised on three cylindrical legs, the
rounded sides with vertical flanged, set with
upright loop handles, covered overall in a white
glaze. H: 8.5cm
H.H. Pao's Family Collection
鮑恆發家族舊藏
起拍：$200

070
明以前 黑釉鏽斑雙系執耳壺

A BROWN GLAZED RIBBED EWER,
BEFORE MING
估价：$1000-$1500
One brown-glazed ewer, the ovoid
body rising from a short spreading
foot to a neck with flaring rim, set to
one side with a strap handle and to the
other with a spout, the shoulder set
with two loop handles, appliedoverall
with a brown glaze with some splashes,
the lower body and base is unglazed
revealing the buff body. H: 22cm

071
明以前 黑釉鏽斑雙耳線條罐

A BROWN GLAZED JAR, BEFORE
MING
估价：$600-$1000
A brown glazed jar with slender white
stripes around the body, attached with
two ribbon handles. H:23cm
起拍：$300

起拍：$500
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074
民國粉彩水盂（大清年制款）

072
073
銅提梁鏤空花草紋蓋手爐 大清光緒年制款
高古青銅弩
A BRONZE HAND WARMER WITH PIERCED
COVCER
估價：$300-$500
Of super-elliptical form, the rounded body
rising to a short straight mouthrim, the slightly
domed cover cast with a pierced design of
flowers. H:29cm D:14cm

ANCIENT CHINESE BRONZE
CROSSBOW MECHANISM
估價：$300-$500
A bronze crossbow trigger mechanism.
10.2x12.4cm
起拍：$200

A FAMILLE ROSE WATERPOT,
REPUBLIC P.
估價：$300-$500
The globular body rising from a short
foot, enamelled around the exterior
with leafy camillia. The base with a sixcharacter Guangxu mark. H:10.3cm
起拍：$200

起拍：$200

075
19 世紀 粉彩嬰戲紋罐 連蓋

A CHINESE FAMILLE ROSE FIGURES JAR W/COVER
估價：$300-$500
Painted with figures in a garden scene, the base pierced
with a small circular aperture. H:25.5cm
起拍：$200
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076
19 世紀 粉彩將軍罐

A CHINESE FAMILLE ROSE FIGURES JAR W/COVER, 19THC
估價：$300-$500
Painted with ladies and child in a garden scene on one side, and a
poem on the other side, made by Huang JuShun. H:39cm
起拍：$200

077
清 仿青銅器回紋獸耳瓷壺 康熙年制款
IMITATION ARCHAISTIC BRONZE
PORCELAIN VASE, QING
估价：$1000-$1500
An spinach and blue glazed porcelain
vase that imitating archaistic Bronze style,
with archaic patterns and other auspicious
symbols. Chip at rim. H:20.7cm
起拍：$500

078
19 世紀 馬慶雲繪粉彩人物瓶 大清乾
隆年制款 連座

A FAMILLE ROSE ENAMELED VASE,
QIANLONG MARK,19TH C
估价：$1500-$2500
The globular body rising from a spreading
foot, up to a straight neck and a falaring
mouth rim. The exterior painted figures in
landscape. The base with a six-characters
qianlong mark. H:36.5cm
起拍：$700

079
意式花鳥彩繪金屬鑲瓷瓶 1870S

A GILT MOUNTED MAJOLICA VASE,
1870S
估价：$400-$700
Of conical shape, sides painted with birds
flying within cherry blossom, base with a
riticulated metal rim and scrolling feet.
H: 56cm
起拍：$200

080
清 藍釉蘋果樽带蓋

A BLUE GLAZED JAR
W/COVER
估价：$400-$700
Of ovoid shape, the
jar is overall covered
with a blue tone. The
jar accompanied with
a fitted porcelain cover
with a round knob in
the middle. H:23.5cm
起拍：$200

081
藍釉蓋罐 大清康熙年制款

A BLUE GLAZED GINGER JAR, KANGXI P.
估价：$400-$700

Of ovoid body with domed cover and recessed base. The base with a
six-character Kangxi mark. H:21cm
起拍：$200
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082
晚明 五彩梅瓶

A CHINESE WUCAI MEI VASE, LATE
MING
估價：$2000-$4000
A white glazed Chinese Wucai vase,
partly painted with elegant flowers,
Chenghua mark, late Ming, H 35.5cm
起拍：$1000

083
19 世纪 粉彩雕瓷花卉纹大瓶对

A PAIR OF LARGE FAMILLE ROSE CARVED PORCELAIN VASE
估價：$3000-$5000
A pair of large famille rose carved porcelain vases, decorated with flowers on a purple ground,
attaches with a pair of handles on the shoulder, leaves the based unglazed. H:94cm
起拍：$1200

084
清 白玉手鐲手袋

CHINESE JADE BANGLE SILK EMBROIDERY
PURSE, QING
估價：$1500-$2500
Comprised of 2 bangles tied with couched gold
threads suspending pouch worked in couched
metallic threads with gold crane and swirling
clouds. Bangle each similarly carved with the
'rope-twist' pattern throughout, the stone of an
even white colour. D:7.5cm
起拍：$600
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085
清 白玉佩鎏金帶扣

A CHINESE JADE AND GILT BRONZE BUCKLE,
QING
估價：$600-$1000
Decorated with foliage and vines, having a red
gemstone inlaid in the center. 7.25 cm x 4.25 cm.
See Lot 173 Bonhams, 21st March 2018 Edinburgh,
for a buckle of similar form.
起拍：$300

086
清 白玉燈罩頂

CHINESE MOUNTED JADE
PLAQUE LAMP TOPPER, QING
估價：$300-$500
Carved jade plaque with
mouse and longevity symbol
mounted on brass lamp topper.
H: 7.5cm
起拍：$200

088
嵌寶石鎏金金剛杵

087
清 瑪瑙小瓶，乾隆年制款
（口沿小磕）

A TIBETAN TURQUOISE AND CORAL VAJRA
估价：$500-$800
Decorated with turquoise and coral. L:16cm
起拍：$300

A SMALL AGATE JAR, QING,
QIANLONG P.
估价：$600-$1000
Translucent gray stone. The base
with a four-character Qianlong
mark. Chip at rim. H:8cm

089
清 青玉春帶彩牌

A RETICULATED CELADON JADE
PLAQUE, QING
估价：$300-$500
Of lobed form and skilfully reticulated,
depicting a crane against undulating lotus
stems. L: 5.3cm
起拍：$100

起拍：$300

090
清 玉雕擺件 封猴拜象

A CARVED JADE 'ELEPHANT AND
MONKEY', QING
估价：$200-$400
The elephant standing foursquare with
its head gently turned to one side with
a monkey clinging to its back, each of
dark celadon color. H:6cm L:7cm

091
清 蝙蝠如意紋白玉帶扣

A CARVED JADE BELT HOOK, QING
估价：$300-$500
Carved in low relief and pierced in two
sections, each surmounted by a cusped panel
enclosing scrolls. D:9.4cm
起拍：$200

092
清 白玉浮雕壽桃墨床

A CHINESE CARVED JADE INK REST, QING
估价：$200-$400
Of rectangular form with scroll ends, carved
in low relief with peach tree branches and
lingzhi sprigs. D:9.7cm
起拍：$100

起拍：$100
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093
清 玉雕鯉魚連座

A BLACK AND WHITE JADE 'CARP'
W/STAND, QING
估價：$200-$400
The carved carps navigating through
each other and lotus leaves. The
polished stone of an even greyish
white tone suffused with black veins.
H:4.3cm w/stand
起拍：$100

095
清 秋虬扳指

094
民國 硬木三鑲玉如意

A CHINESE RUSSET AND CELADON JADE INSET HARDWOOD
RUYI
估價：$300-$500
The hardwood scepter is inset with three oval jade plaques,
the largest and the second carved with bats and 'bajixiang',
the third plaque carved with peaches, each stone has russet
inclusions. D:49.5

AN ARCHER'S RING, QING
DYNASTY
估價：$2000-$4000
An archer's ring made by
colored walrus teeth.
起拍：$1000

起拍：$200

096
清 翡翠鑲銀勺

A JADEITE INSERT SILVER SPOON 19TH C
估價：$600-$1000
A silver spoon with a jadeite handle with a Ruyi head at the
end, L:16.5cm
起拍：$300

098
白玉牌兩件

097
玉帶鉤三件

THREE JADE DRAGON BELT HOOK
估價：$300-$500
The first with a curved shaft gently tapering
towards the hook worked in the form of dragon and
auspicious symbols, the underside with an oval knob
for attachment; the second with a curved body and
a hook rendered as adragon head, the underside
with an oval knob for attachment, the stone
of a celadon colour; the third reticulated with a
ferocious dragon head terminal facing an undercut
Chilong clambering on the curved shaft, the reverse
with a circular knob. Largest L:9cm
起拍：$200

TWO JADE CARVED PEACHES
估價：$600-$1000
The first of pierced branches, the stone of white
tone with russet inclusions. The second of celadon
tone, with russet inclusions. Largest L:7.5cm
起拍：$300
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099
雙桃玉把件兩款一組

TWO JADE CARVED PEACHES
估价：$500-$800
The first of pierced branches, the stone of white tone with russet
inclusions. The second of celadon tone, with russet inclusions. Largest
L:7.5cm
起拍：$300

100
鼻煙壺兩件

TWO CARVED SNUFF BOTTLE
估價：$500-$800
The first of a compressed spherical form, with a coral stopper.
The second accompanied with a red stopper, the stone of
spinach green tone with grey-ish lines. Largest H:6.5cm
起拍：$300

101
玉蝶玉佩四件一組

A GROUP OF JADE PLAQUE
估价：$400-$700
The first of a jade carved in a form of a butterfly, pierced with
detailed decoration in low relief. The second of a jade disc of an
even white tone. The third a pair of carved 'shou' disc.
Largest L:9.5cm
起拍：$200

102
玉佩飾及玉台六件

A GROUP OF JADE ACCESSORIES
估價：$400-$700
A group of six carved jade pieces in celadon and white tone.
Consists of a jade ink rest, pendants and brooches. Largest L:10cm
起拍：$200

104
清 青玉桃形擺件

A WHITE JADE PEACH
ORNAMENT, QING
估价：$1000-$1500
A white jade peach
with leaves ornament,
5.5cmx3.5cm
起拍：$500

103
瑪瑙墜兩件一組 連座

TWO AMBER PENDANT W/STAND
估价：$500-$800
The first of a peach shaped. The second of a frog on lotus leaf.
The amber is of a warm reddish brown tone. Largest H:4cm
起拍：$300
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105
清 青玉富貴鎖

A JADE LOCK SHAPED PENDANT , QING
估價：$600-$1000
A group of six carved jade pieces in celadon and white
tone. Consists of a jade ink rest, pendants and brooches.
L:10cm
起拍：$300

106
玉珮四枚一組

A GROUP OF JADE ACCESSORIES
估價：$500-$800
A group of four carved jade pieces in celadon and white tone.
Consists of a figure, a bamboo, a swan and a flower. Largest H:6.3cm
起拍：$300

107
玉擺件三款一組
A Group of Jade Carvings
估價：$300-$500
Three Chinese carved jade animals
comprising a recumbent beasts and
two mystical beasts. Largest L:6cm
起拍：$200

108
清 白玉透雕螭龍紋帶鉤 連盒
A White Jade Carved Dragon Belt
Hook w/box, Qing
估價：$600-$1000
Finely carved with a chilong crawling
towards the dragon headed hook, the
stone of white tone. L:11cm
起拍：$300

109
民國 碧玉福壽紋如意
Chinese Spinach Green Jade Ruyi
Scepter
估價：$500-$800
A spinach green jade ruyi scepter
with carved longevity symbol flanked
by bats and peaches decoration,
L:29.5cm
起拍：$300
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110
民國 玉瑞獸兩款一組 帶座

111
清 靈猴玉擺件四款一組 帶座

Two Celadon Jade Carved Beasts,
with Stands
估價：$300-$500
Two celadon jade carved beasts,
one is in coffee and celadon tone,
the other one is in butterscotch and
caramel tone, with stands.
Largest L:6cm

A Group of Four Jade Carved Monkey
Ornaments
估價：$500-$800
A group of four jade carved monkey
Ornaments, one of them is about peach
climbing monkey, and the other three
are "big and small monkey playing"
scenes, with stands. Largest H:4cm

起拍：$200

起拍：$300

112
明 白玉一路連升長形牌
A Chinese White Jade Carved Plaque, Ming
估價：$3000-$5000
A Chinese carved white jade plaque carving featuring
a cut-out ground and high relief cranes in lotus pond.
16x7.8cm
起拍：$1600

113
清 鎏金銅座像 《大清乾隆庚寅年敬造》款

114
清 鎏金銅座像 《大清乾隆庚寅年敬造》款

起拍：$2000

起拍：$2000

A Chinese Gilt Bronze Sitting Buddha Statue, Qing
估價：$5000-$8000
Seated on platform throne in dhyanasana. The face with a serene
expression beneath a five-leaf tiara. Framed by a separately cast
flaming mandorla. The front of the plinth with an inscription
reading Da Qing Qianlonggengyin nian jingzao. H:21.4cm

A Chinese Gilt Bronze Sitting Buddha Statue, Qing
估價：$5000-$8000
Seated on platform throne in dhyanasana. With inscription
across the base at front. Framed by a separately cast flaming
mandorla. the front of the plinth with an inscription reading Da
Qing Qianlong gengyin nianjingzao. H:21.5cm
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115
晚清 王炳榮款一路連升蓋罐

A Chinese 'Wang Bing Rong' Moulded
Porcelain Jar
估價：$300-$500
The sides decorated in relief with a crane
striding through a lotus pond. Well colored
in green, turquoise, yellow glazes. With
moulded lotus and crane decoration. The
base with a moulded 'Wang Bing Rong' seal
mark.H:20cm
起拍：$200

118
19 世紀 乾隆款粉彩嬰戲圖觀音瓶 乾隆年
制款

A Chinese Famille Rose Guanyin Vase,19th C.,
Qianlong Mark
估價：$1500-$2500
The oval body rising from a short foot, up to a
everted rim. Painted with figures, the base with
a six-character Qianlong mark. H:31cm
起拍：$700
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116
清 康熙款冰梅橄欖瓶

A Blue And White Olive Shaped
Vase, Kangxi Mark, Qing
估價：$300-$500
The vase is of ovoid form similar to
olive, the exterior in blue and white
glaze. Painted in plum blossom
pattern. The base inscribed with
a four character Kangxi mark.
H:20.5cm

117
青花加彩開光罐 大清康熙年制款

A Blue and White Jar, Kangxi Mark
估價：$500-$800
Of ovoid form, elegantly rising to a broad
rounded shoulder below a slightly lipped mouth,
the exterior densely painted with flowers and
birds.The base with a six-character Kangxi mark.
H:23.5cm
起拍：$300

起拍：$200

119
民國 粉彩描金嬰戲圖賞瓶

A Chinese Famille Rose Gilt Vase,
Republic Period
估價：$800-$1500
The globular body rising to an
elongated waisted neck. The body
decorated with children playing, the
back with calligraphy. The base with a
four-character Qianlong mark.H:26cm
起拍：$400

120
清 骨雕鼻煙壺 連盒

A Chinese Bone Carved Snuff Bottle,
Late Qing W/box
估價：$1200-$2000
overall in rectangular form, one side
carved with a figure and a cow, the other
side with goddess within scrolling clouds,
flanked with sox integral rings. H: 8cm
起拍：$600

121
料器鼻煙壺四件

Four Peking Glass Snuff Bottles
估價：$300-$500
The first two of compressed rounded shape, and of pure color, the
last two interiorly painted with landscape scene. Largest H: 7.5cm
起拍：$200

122
瑪瑙鼻煙壺三件

Three Agate Snuff Bottles
估價：$300-$500
The first two of milky brown color, the last in spotted gray in
a yellow-brown background. All in rounded shapes.
Largest H: 7cm
起拍：$200

123
清 青玉鼻煙壺

A Celadon Jade Snuff
Bottle, Qing
估價：$500-$800
Of an oval shape, the
sides carved with beast
mask, the stopper with a
gem stone.
H: 7.5cm
起拍：$300

124
民国 玉雕水盂和水洗

A Jade Carved Water Pot and a Brush Wash, Republic Period
估價：$300-$500
The first of oval shape, rising from a short foot, of celadon tone. The second
of lobed shape, in spinach green. Largest L: 6.5cm.
起拍：$200

125
清 鎏金木雕佛像及佛像桌屏 一組

A Parcel Gilt Wood Figure and A Table Screen
估價：$600-$1000
The parcel gilt wood figure with downcast eyes and slightly smiling
serene expression, seated on lotus with hands in various mudras;
The wood table screen with a gilt Guanyi seated on lotus, Normal
chips and scratches, some fingertip losses, large age cracks due to
drying and shrinking of the wood. Largest H:32cm.
Provenance: From a Boston Family Collection
來源：波士頓西人家族
起拍：$300
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126
清 鎏金銅佛像

A Gilt Bronze Palden Lhamo Buddha RideHorse Statue
估價：$800-$1200
A gilt bronze Palden Lhamo Buddha on horse, the horse
steps on three lotus, horses and elephants decorations
around the base, H:30cm
起拍：$400

128
18 世紀 鎏金銅
佛立像

Chinese Gilt
Bronze Buddha
Figure Inlaid
Gemstones
估價：$2000-$4000
A gilt bronze statue
of a standing
Buddha in Buddhist
robe, with inlaid
gemstones crown
on head, right
hand lowered, and
left hand raised.
H:32cm
Christie's
September
9th,2004,sale9904,
拍品 Lot#166.
Provenance: From
a Boston Family
Collection
來源：波士頓西人家
族
起拍：$1000

127
明 鎏金木雕佛像

A Gilt Wood Carved Buddha, Ming
估價：$10000-$15000
The seated buddha with one hand rising to chest and the other at leg,
legs crossed, wearing a loose robe open at the chest. H: 50cm
Provenance: From a Boston Family Collection
來源：波士頓西人家族
起拍：$5000

129
19 世紀真武大帝銅像 連座

A Bronze Figure of ZhenWu
Emperor, with Wood Stand
估價：$500-$800
The sitting bronze emperor with
both hands resting on legs, his
elaborate robes covering ornate
armour with a large dragon,
comes with a fitted wood base,
H:28cm.
起拍：$300

130
清 白玉平安無事牌

A Chinese Carved White Jade Pendant,
Qing
估價：$400-$700
The plaque of rectangular form crested by
cloud scrolls. 3x4.5cm
起拍：$200
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131
清 茄瓜掛件及圓牌 兩件 一組

A Chinese Jade Carved Eggplant and Jade Disc, Qing
估價：$300-$500
The first carved in eggplant form, of white tone; The second carved
with swirling lines, the stone with even white tone. Largest L:8.5cm
起拍：$200

132
清 白玉手鐲及異形佩 兩件 一組

A White Jade Bangle and A Jade Disc, Qing
估價：$300-$500
The first of a white jade bangle carved with the 'ropetwist' pattern throughout, the stone of an even white
colour. The second of a jade disc with curvy edge.
Largest D:7.6cm
起拍：$200

133
清 白玉瑞獸及板凳小童 兩件 一組

Two White Jade Carvings, Qing
估價：$300-$500
The first of a white jade mystical beast. The second of a child
lying down on a bench. Largest L:5cm
起拍：$200

135
民國 佛 山羊 白玉 兩件 一組

Two Jade Carvings, Republic P.
估價：$300-$500
The first carved as a sitting Buddha, with the legs crossed and
seated on lotus base, the stone of creamy white tone. The
second of a goat with four feet tucked underneath. The stone
of celadon tone with russetinclusions. Largest L:6.5cm
起拍：$200

134
民國 龍 鵝 白玉 兩件 一組

Two Jade Carvings, Republic P.
估價：$300-$500
The first of a jade dragon in a curling up position. The second
of a figure with a goose. The stone of celadon tone with russet
inclusions. Largest H:6.5cm
起拍：$200

136
民國 青玉 兩件 一組

A Group of Two Celadon Jade Carvings, Republic P.
估價：$300-$500
The first of two monkeys holding a peach. The second of two
peaches with stems and leaves. Reverse with two small circular
buttons. Largest L:10cm
起拍：$200
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138
清 青白玉大雁 筆架

A Celadon Jade Mandarin
Duck Group, Qing
估價：$2000-$3000
Of a pair of Mandarin
ducks swimming side-byside, both ducks grasping
lotus stems in their bills.
The stone in celadon tone
with russet inclusions. Qing
period. L: 17.5cm
起拍：$800

139
玉擺件三個

Three Jade Articles
估價：$500-$800
Consists of a large
rounded jade
pendant,incised with a
fu lion face. Two slender
hairpins. All in celadon
tone. Largest L: 19.5cm

137
清 劉海戲金蟾 玉雕擺件

A Celadon Jade Figure of A
Boy, Qing
估價：$500-$800
Carved in the form of a
standing boy with flow robe
holding an elongated lotus
stem and fish, in stone in
celadon tone with russet
inclusions, Qing period.
H: 8.5cm

起拍：$300

起拍：$300

140
民國 紅釉瓶一對

141
19 世紀 豇豆紅釉和烏金釉小瓶兩個

起拍：$200

起拍：$200

A Pair Of Red Glazed Vases
估價：$300-$500
A pair of small red glazed bottle vase. The
base with a four-character Jingde mark.
H:17cm

A Glazed Mei Vase and Black Bronze Glazed Vase
估價：$400-$700
The group comprising of two miniature vases,
including a globular body red glaze long neck vase, a
compressed body long neck vase. Largest H:16.3cm

142
19 世紀 孔雀藍琮式瓶

A Peacock Blue Glazed
Carved Cong Vase
估價：$300-$500
A Chinese turquoise glazed
vase of cong shape, moulded
on each of the four sides
with lotus, cyclamen, prunus
and peony, the neck with
lappet and ruyi head bands,
the shoulders with Shou
characters H:31cm
起拍：$200
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145
賞瓶三個

143
清 孔雀藍長頸瓶

A Peacock Blue Glazed Long
Neck Vase， Qing
估價：$200-$400
Of compressed globular body
surmounted by a slender neck.
The exterior incised with flower
and fruits patterns. The base
with a six-character Kangxi
mark. H:24cm

144
清 三羊開泰觀音瓶

A Group Of Three Vases
估價：$300-$500
First of a compressed body rising to a waisted neck and an
inverted mouth, the neck flanked with two ears, covered with
an even green glaze. The second of compressed globular body,
exterior is flambe glazed bygreen color. The third a blue glazed
vase molded with flowers and butterfly. Largest H:19.5cm

SanYangKaiTai Guanyin Vase,
Qing
估價：$300-$500
In baluster form, the exterior is
flambe glazed by red, green and
black color. H:29cm

起拍：$200

起拍：$200

起拍：$100

147
民國 青花嬰戲圖斗笠碗 帶座連盒 大清雍正年制款
146
19 世紀 素三彩獅子擺件 對

A Pair of Chinese Sancai Glazed Table Lions, 19th C
估價：$200-$400
A pair of Chinese Sancai Glazed biscuit figures of lions,
one with a ball under it's foot, the other one with a cub
under it's foot. H:19cm

A Blue and White Lobed Bowl with Stand and Box, Republic
Period，6 charactors Yongzheng Mark
估價：$1500-$2500
A Chinese Blue and White Lobed Bowl Painted with playing children
inside and outside. D: 16.2cm
起拍：$800

起拍：$100
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148
青花地黃彩趕珠雲龍紋
碗 大清康熙年製

A Blue-Ground Dragon
Bowl Kangxi Mark
估價：$5000-$8000
The deep sides rising
from a tapered foot,
both interior and exterior
enameled in bright tones
of yellow against a rich
cobalt-blue ground,
centered by a five-clawed
dragon writhing amid
flames and cloud swirls
inpursuit of a 'Flaming
Pearl', the base with a sixcharacters Kangxi mark.
D: 14cm
起拍：$2000

149
明 青釉刻花斗笠碗

A Celadon Bowl, Ming
估價：$500-$800
The deep flaring sides rising from a short straight foot, covered
overall in a celadon glaze, the foot ring unglazed revealing the
grey body, interior with a lotus flower pattern. D: 7.5cm
起拍：$300

150
青釉暗刻八卦紋琮瓶 《大清光緒年制》

CELADON GLAZE CONG VASE, GUANG XU MARK
估價：$5000-$8000
Modeled after an archaic jade cong, each long edge of the
square-sectioned body with six raised horizontal bands within
a raised rectangular frame, all supported on a short foot and
surmounted by a gently taperingneck, covered overall with an
unctuous celadon glaze, the base with six-characters Guangxu
mark. H:30.5cm
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起拍：$3000

151
粉彩開光碗 大清嘉慶年制

A FAMILLE ROSE BOWL, JIAQING MARK AND PERIOD
估價：$3000-$5000
Rising from a straight foot, with curved sides culminating in an everted lip,
exterior painted with lotus flowers in panels, the base with a six-character Jiaqing
mark. D: 19cm
起拍：$1200

153
漢 刻花灰陶罐

A Pottery Jar, Han Dynasty
估價：$2000-$3000
Of compressed globular form, the shoulders with two
large sturdy beats mask-like handles. H:33cm
起拍：$1000

152
龍泉執壺帶蓋

Chinese Longquan Celadon Pear Ewer
估價：$3000-$5000
Fine green crackled celadon glaze to pear form
body, with ribbon handle and a long curved spout.
Cover to top. H:25.5cm
起拍：$1400

154
19 世紀 鳳獻牡丹燭臺

Phonenix and Penoies Candle
Holder, 19th C.
估價：$600-$1000
Chinese tin ware repoussed
unto shape of a standing
phoenix effigies, facing the long
extending tails, carrying peonies
with a floral stem shaped
candle-holder. H:41cm
起拍：$300

155
民國 康熙款粉彩開光山水天球瓶連
座

Famille Rose Tian Qiu Vase w/stand,
Republican Period
估價：$800-$1500
Of ovoid body rising to a cylindrical neck,
the exterior cover in a pink glaze with
floral pattern. With landscape and figures
the interior and the base white glazed,
base with a four-characters Qianlong
mark ,accompanied with a wood stand.
H:32cm
Provenance: From a Hongkong Family
Collection
來源：香港移民家族
起拍：$400
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156
吳筠生 ( 清 )
花鳥掛軸

157
郭沫若款（1892-1978） 書法
小品

Wu Jun Sheng
Flower And Bird
Painting Scroll
估價：$500-$800
Ink and color
on paper.
108cmx27.5cm

After Guo Moruo(1897-1978)
Calligraphy
估價：$600-$1000
A calligraphy by Guo Moruo, ink on
paper. Frame: 37.5cmx49.5 cm Paint:
13.5cmx21.4 cm
起拍：$300

起拍：$250

158
民國 花鳥紋金地緙
絲掛屏對

A Pair of Kesi
Silk Embroidered
Hanging Screens
估價：$3000-$5000
A pair of Kesi silk
embroidered hanging
Screens, with colorful
birds, tree and
flowers, and a deer, on
golden background.
Unframed:90x67.5cm;
Framed:110cmx87cm
起拍：$1200

159
保羅 . 高更（法 1848-1903）“午後小憩” 油畫 複
製品
The Siesta' Paul Gauguin(1848-1903) Framed Replica
估價：$2000-$4000
The Siesta' Paul Gauguin(1848-1903) framed replica.
Unframed:90cmx67.5cm; Framed: 110cmx87cm
起拍：$1000
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162
述初㪍 款 山水斗方 連框

After Shu Chubo Landscape Framed
估價：$600-$1000
Landscape ink and color on paper, framed.
32.5x33cm Framed:51x51cm
起拍：$300

161
160
王文治款（1730-1802）小楷 文伯仁款（1502-1575） 山水设色纸本 單
片
單片
After Wang Wenzhi(1730-1802)
Calligraphy
估價：$1500-$2500
Calligraphy, ink on paper,
87cmx21.5cm
起拍：$800

After Wen Boren(1502-1575) Landscape
估價：$2000-$4000
Landscape ink and color on paper, 30cmx83cm
起拍：$1000

163
蘇六朋（1791-1862） 款 博戏场景人物
中堂

After Su Liupeng (1791-1862) Hanging Scroll,
Qing
估價：$1500-$2500
'Gambling Scenes', ink and color on paper,
hanging scroll, 93cmx174cm
起拍：$800
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165
顧韶 ( 清 ) 花鳥條幅

Gu Shao(Qing Period) Flower & Bird
Hanging Scroll
估價：$1000-$1500
Gu Shao(Qing Period), Flowers and birds, ink
and color on paper, hanging scroll, 103x29cm
起拍：$500

164
陳白沙（1428-1500）書法條幅

After Chen Baisha(1428-1500) Calligraphy
Scroll
估價：$3000-$5000
Calligraphy, ink on paper, hanging scroll,
95.5x46.5cm
起拍：$1200

166
乾隆 款 書法連框

Calligraphy with Qian Long Seals, Framed
估價：$3000-$5000
Calligraphy with Qian Long seals, ink on paper,
Paint:57.5cmx120cm Framed:71.5cmx155cm
起拍：$1200
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167
高劍父 (1879-1951) 山水連框

Gao Jianfu(1879-1951) Landscape,
Framed
估價：$5000-$8000
Gao Jianfu(1879-1951) landscape,
ink and color on paper,
Framed. Paint:22.5cmx63cm,
Framed:44cmx96cm

168
方召麐 (1914-2006) 水墨竹 設色紙本 立軸

Lydia Fong(1914-2006) Bamboo Hanging Scroll
估價：$1500-$2500
color on paper, painted bamboo clusters, with artist's
signature and three seal marks. 135cmx 67.7cm
起拍：$600

起拍：$2000

169
溥僩 (1901-1966) 花鳥設
色紙本 立軸

Fu Xian(1901-1996) Flowers
and birds
估價：$1200-$2000
Flowers and birds, ink and color
on paper. H136xW34cm
From an important Painting and
calligraphy colletor.
文物商店舊藏
起拍：$600
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171
清 梁世勛 山水冊頁 6 開

Landscape Album, Qing
估價：$3000-$5000
6 pages 41cm x 33cm
From an important Painting and calligraphy collector
文物商店舊藏
起拍：$1200

170
汪琨 (1877-1946) 山水設色紙本 立軸

Wang Kun(1877-1946) Landscape
估價：$1200-$2000
Landscape, ink and color on paper. H141xW38.5cm
From an important Painting and calligraphy
collector
文物商店舊藏
172
起拍：$600

清晚期 張粲 山水冊頁 12 開

Zhang Can Album, Late Qing
估價：$3000-$5000
12 pages 44cm x 41.5cm
From an important Painting and calligraphy collector
文物商店舊藏
起拍：$1200
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173
佘雪曼 (1908-1993) 書
法水墨紙本 鏡片
She Xueman(1908-1993)
Calligraphy
估價：$800-$1500
Calligraphy, ink on paper.
65cmx32cm
起拍：$400

174
王已千 (1907-2003) 荷 水墨紙本 鏡片
Wang Yiqian(1907-2003) Lotus
估價：$1500-$2500
Lotus, ink on paper. 55.5cmx94cm
起拍：$700

175
丁衍庸山水扇面鏡框

Ding Yan Yong Landscape Fanpage w/ Frame
估價：$2000-$4000
Landscape, ink and color on fan page. Frame:67.5cmx52.5cm
起拍：$1000

176
陳佩秋 花蝶設色紙本 立軸

Chen Peiqiu Flowers and butterfly
估價：$3000-$5000
Flowers and butterflies, ink and color on paper. with
Artist's signature and two seal marks. 69cm x 38.5cm
起拍：$1200
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177
湯貽汾 (1778-1853)
山水設色紙本 立軸

Tang Yifen(1778-1853), Landscape
估價：$4000-$7000
Landscape, ink and color on paper.
110cm x 33cm
起拍：$2000
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178
顧西楳 (1763-1837) 人物
設色紙本 立軸
After Gu Ximei(1763-1837)
Figures
估價：$1200-$2000
Figures, ink and color on
paper. 143.5cm x 38.4cm
起拍：$600

179
吳一峰 (1907-1998) 山水 設色紙本 鏡框

Wu Yifeng(1907-1998), A Chinese Hanging Scroll
Mou
估價：$6000-$10000
Ink on paper, with calligraphy and four artists seals.
137.5cm x 66.5cm Frame: 83cm x154cm
起拍：$3000

180
龐曾瀛 (1916-1997) 山水人物 設色紙本 鏡框

181
清 唐卡

起拍：$1000

起拍：$300

Pang Zengying(1916-1997) Landscape Figures Framed
估價：$2000-$4000
watercolor on paper. 43cm x 36cm Frame: 67.5cm x 60cm

Chinese Tangka of Buddha, Qing
估價：$600-$1000
Tangka:74cmx55cm, the whole piece:107cmx86cm

182
匡仲英 (1945-2015) 潑彩山水

Kuang Zhongying(1945-2015). Landscape
估價：$2000-$4000
Ink and color on paper 132cmx22.2cm
起拍：$1000
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183
曹楷清 歲供
片 設色紙本
鏡心
端木漁濱上款
Cao Kai Qing
Flower and
Chayote
估價：$600$1000
Flowers and
chayotes, ink
and color
on paper,
100.5cmx42cm
起拍：$300

184
翁松 清古典人物畫 設色紙本 鏡框 清

Weng Song, Figures, Qing
估價：$1500-$2500
painting size: L:134xW:73.5cm; frame size: L:170xW:97cm
起拍：$700

185
丁雲鵬 (1547-1628)
自在觀音設色絹本連框

Chinese Painting On Silk Of Guanyin, Ding YunPeng
估價：$1000-$1500
Painting on silk depicting a Guanyin riding on top of a
rock holding by four ghost figures, two servant boy one to
the top one down on the ground. 25.5cm x 32.5cm Frame:
38.5cm x 45cm
起拍：$500
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186
花鳥山水 四條屏 設色絹本

Four Chinese Painting Hanging Scrolls
估價：$10000-$15000
Color on silk, each with seal mark and
signature The 4 artists are Su Liupeng
(1791-1862), He Danshan (1807-1883),
Xu Qilun, Li Ruwei (1811-1882)121cm x
33.5cm
Provenance: Property from the Estate of
Tai Kwok Choi, Hong Kong and Toronto
香港戴國材先生舊藏
苏蘇六朋（1791-1862），字枕琴，號怎道人，
别署羅浮道人，廣東省廣州府順德縣人（今
今屬東佛山市順德區）。 清代畫家，世人稱
其與蘇仁山為“嶺南畫壇二蘇”。
何翀（1807-1883）字丹山，號煙橋老人
黎如玮（1811-1882），字方流。清道光癸
卯（1843）科舉人。

187
汪亞塵（18941983） 貓 設色紙
本 連框

Wang Yachen (18941983) Cat With
Frame
估價：$1000-$1500
Color on paper,
depicting a cat. with
a seal mark and the
artist's signature.
27cm x 23.5cm
Frame:40.5cm x
43.5cm
起拍：$500

余啟倫
起拍：$5000
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188
手卷絹本 皺一桂款

Ink and Color Handscroll
After Zou Yigui (16881772)
估價：$3000-$5000
painting:
322.5cmx27.5cm Starting
Calligraphy73cmx27.5cm
End Calligraphy 59cmx29cm
起拍：$1200

190
青花纏枝紋宮碗 康熙年制款 連盒

A Blue and White Bowl, Kangxi Mark, With Box
估價：$1000-$1500
Lotus blue & white porcelain bowl, the bases with 4
character Kangxi Marks in underglaze blue and of the
period. D:16cm
起拍：$500

189
建國時期 粉彩瓷板 連紅木框

A Famille Rose Plaque with Frame 1950s
估價：$1500-$2500
A famille rose plaque with mythology figure scene, in frame. 61x37.5cm,
Framed: 86cmx56.5cm
起拍：$800

191
粉地白描瓷板掛屏 王步款

A Pink Ground Monkey Porcelain Plaque Wang Bu Mark
估價：$500-$800
A porcelain plaque painted with a monkey grabbing peach
scene, on a pink ground, signed by the artist with two seals,
framed. 23cm x 34cm panel only, 30cm x 42cm with frame.
起拍：$300
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194
西藏掛鏈

193
刀劍两把

Sino-Tibetan Prayer Necklace
估價：$300-$500
Necklace made with beeswax and agate.
Approx. L:104cm
起拍：$200

Two Swords
估價：$400-$700
The first of a sword with
Nationalist Party of China's
mark all over. The second
of a irregular shaped sword
with mystical beast on
top of the handle. Largest
L:46cm
起拍：$200

192
楊之光 (1930-2016) 款 新疆舞女

After Yang Zhi Guang (1930-2016) Dancing Lady
估價：$300-$500
A Turkic Uyghur dancing lady, signed by the artist with two red
seals, color on paper, framed, size: 58cm x 125cm painting only

195
鑲綠寶石銅胎琺瑯鎏金帶扣

起拍：$100

Gilt Enamel Belt Buckle With Emerald, Republican P
估價：$300-$500
A Chinese bronze belt buckle with enameling and glass stones.
Formed from two rounded pieces cast in openwork with sinuous
dragons. D:6cm
起拍：$200

196
19 世紀 綠松石雕鼻煙壺兩個一組

A Group of Two Carved Turquoise Snuff Bottles
估價：$400-$700
A pale blue stone carved toad snuff bottle with a cabbage stopper, and a turquoise
carved dragon and immortal snuff bottle with a tiger stopper. Largest H:7cm
起拍：$200
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197
19 世紀 大綠松石雕桃樹嬰戲鼻
煙壺
A Large Turquoise Snuff Bottle,
with Stand
估價：$500-$800
A large turquoise snuff bottle
carved children climbing peach tree
scene. W:6.5xH:9.5cm
起拍：$300

198
民國 珊瑚雕花鳥擺件 連座

A Coral Carved Flower & Bird Ornament, with Stand
估價：$600-$1000
A Chinese finely carved coral flowers and bird ornament, with stand.
W:13.5xH:6.5cm
起拍：$300

200
清 青釉盤兩款一組

A Group of Two Glazed Porcelain Dishes
估價：$200-$400
Largest D:21.7cm
起拍：$100

199
清早期 小和尚銅像 帶座

A Bronze Figure of Young Monk, Early
Qing
估價：$600-$1000
A dark bronze figure of young monk in
seated position with closing eyes and
praying hands. H:13.5cm
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起拍：$300

201
龍泉窯塑貼雙魚紋洗及耀州窯花口碗 一組
A Group of Two Glazed Porcelain Bowls
估價：$200-$400
Largest D:22.5cm
起拍：$100

202
10k 白金綠寶石戒指

A 14K White Gold Emerald & Diamond
Ring
估價：$500-$800
Platinum cocktail ring, featuring oval
emerald and diamonds. Ring:20.03mm
Stone:15.25mm
起拍：$300

203
紅珊瑚戒指耳釘 一組

A 14K Gold Pair of Coral Earrings & A
Coral Ring
估價：$1200-$2000
Both ring and earrings are made with 14k
gold, simple designs with same size prong
set quality natural coral cabochon on each
one. Ring: 19.46mm stone:14.13mm(each)
起拍：$600

204
19 世紀 銀胎琺瑯鑲玉手鏡玉珠項鏈

A Silver & Jade Mirror w/ A Jade Bead
Necklace
估價：$800-$1200
A round mirror in a silver frame, has a
filigree silver ruyi border, enameled with
bats and floral motifs. The reverse of the
mirror inserted a floral round pale celadon
pendant. The handle is also inlaid with jade.
Mirror L:16cm, necklace L: appox 62cm.
起拍：$400

205
晚清 銅香爐兩款一組

A Group of Two Bronze Censers, Late Qing
估價：$300-$500
One of a gilt-bronze tripod censer. Finely incised
around the exterior with flowers and birds. With two
with beasts handles, the domed cover pierced with
foliate scrolls and surmounted by a lion finial. Second
of abronze burner, the base with a four-character
Qianlong mark. Largest H:13cm W:13cm
起拍：$200

206
乾隆 白玉六方花觚 連紫檀底座

A Carved Jade Gu Vase, w/ Zitan Stand, Qianlong P.
估價：$20000-$30000
The stunning vase has a hexagonal body, open mouth
and foot. It's carved with repeated patterns on lower
and upper sections. The mid-section is finely carved
with beasts. The composition is sophisticated, comes
with azitan wood stand. H:18.5cm
起拍：$8000
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208
銅佛 / 僧像兩款一組

A Group of Two Bronze Figures
估價：$300-$500
One bronze seated Buddha
figure in spinach green color,
the other one is a standing
monk with praying hands in
front of chest. Largest H:25cm
Provenance: From a Boston
Family Collection
來源：波士頓西人家族
起拍：$200

209
19 世紀 德化瓷四件一組
A Group of Four Dehua
Figures, 19th C.
估價：$400-$600
The group consists of three
blanc de chine dehua
guanyin figures and a
blossom bonsai.
Largest H:37.5cm

207
清中期 木雕道教人物坐像 連座

A Wood Figure of a Daoist Immortal, with
Stand
估價：$1200-$2000
The figure sitting with legs crossed, wearing a
loose robe. H: 30.5cm
起拍：$600

起拍：$200

211
19 世紀 銅胎畫琺瑯花鳥蓋盒對

A Pair of Painted Enameled 'Flower &
Birds' Boxes
估價：$400-$700
A pair of painted Enameled round boxes,
one has painting about flowers,bamboo
and birds, and the other one has lotus
flower pattern(has scrapes), with Cover.
D:13cm each
起拍：$200

212
青釉蘋果罇 大清康熙年制款

210
19 世紀青瓷佛像

A Chinese Celadon Buddha,
19th C.
估價：$400-$600
A celadon glazed statue of
Buddha. Closed eyed seating
in meditation on lotus throne.
H:27cm
起拍：$200
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A Celadon Glazed Water Pot KangXi
Mark
估價：$2000-$4000
A porcelain water pot, of globular form,
overall painted in celadon glaze, six
character Kangxi mark in blue at the
base, D:10cm
起拍：$800

213
清 刻福壽圖文子冈玉牌連壽星核雕掛件

A White Jade Pendant and Ornaments String
估價：$800-$1500
A string that has a rectangle white jade
pendant with carved two figures on one side,
and a poem on the other side, ZiGang style;
comes with colorful stone beads and a small
wood carved figure. Jade:5x4.5cm
起拍：$400

214
清 福祿壽葫蘆形玉牌連壽星核
雕掛件
A White Jade Pendant and
Ornaments String, Qing
估價：$800-$1500
A string that has a gourd shape
white jade pendant with carved
landscape on one side, and good
wishes characters on the other
side; comes with colorful stone
beads and a small wood carved
figure. Jade:6x4cm
起拍：$400

216
清 漆繪鎏金木雕文昌帝像

A Gilt and Lacquered Wood Figure of
Wenchang, Qing
估價：$300-$500
This wood figure of Wenchang seated on a
chair with dragon arms with the left hand
holding a scroll. The wood is covered
in floral lacquer with some gilding.
W24xH40xD20cm
起拍：$200

215
20 世紀硬木龍頭筆架

A Hardwood Dragon Head Brush Stand,
20th C.
估價：$600-$1000
Of rectangular section with a pair of humpback top rails each terminating in dragon
heads, each side set with seven hangers,
above a large shelf and a small drawer,
supported on four square sectioned legs.
H:46.5cm
起拍：$300

217
19 世紀 夾纻漆金
運財童子

Gold And Bodiless
Lacquer Carving
Fortune Boy 19th C
估價：$2000-$4000
The gold and
bodiless lacquer
figure dressing in a
robe, standing with
both feet thrusting
forward, putting
palms together. H:86
w/out stand; 97cm w/
stand.
起拍：$1000
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218
清 鎏金銅座像

A Chinese Gilt Bronze Sitting Buddha Statue, Qing
估價：$5000-$8000
Seated on platform throne in dhyanasana, detachable
flaming mandorla. H:20cm
起拍：$2000

219
民國 青天釉哥窯水盂

A Blue Glazed
Waterpot, Republican P.
估價：$300-$500
of almost globular form,
the rim grows invert,
applied with light blue
glaze with stylized
cracks. H: 6.5cm
起拍：$200

220
19 世紀 漆雕百花果形蓋盒

A Fruit Shaped Carved Lacquer Box,
19thC
估價：$1200-$2000
A dark brown fruit shaped lacquer box
with carved fruits, flowers and butterflies
on one side, and fruits, flowers and
crickets on the other side, 13.5x9x8.5cm
起拍：$600

221
清 釉裡紅人物筆筒

An Underglaze Red Brush
Pot, Qing
估價：$300-$500
Of cylinder form, exterior
painted with two standing
figures. H: 17.7cm
起拍：$200
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222
古瓷碗四款一組

A Group of Four Antique Bowls
估價：$200-$400
Largest D: 19cm
起拍：$100

223
道光礬紅壽字碗

An Iron Red 'Shou' Bowl, Daoguang
Mark
估價：$300-$500
The sides with red 'Shou' patterns on a
white ground, the interior with a central
medallion of two bats amongst clouds
with gilt rim. The base incised with a fourcharacter Daoguang mark. D:16.5cm
起拍：$200

224
康熙出口青花碟

A Blue And White Exported Plate, Kangxi
Period
估價：$600-$1000
Painted in shades of dark blue with an
arrangement of varying blooms in a basket.
The exterior with flowering boughs. D:25.7cm
起拍：$300

226
明 玉春水瓦四方牌

A Chinese Jade Square Plaque, Ming
估價：$1500-$2500
The rectangular plaque reticulated with deer
and crane in a setting densely detailed with
forests. 7.9cmx7.9cm

225
19 世紀 山水人物剔紅賞瓶

A Cinnabar Lacquer Carved Figures
Vase, 19th C
估價：$600-$1000
Of baluster form rising from a short
straight foot to a tall waisted neck with
everted rim, superbly and deeply carved
around the exterior with a continuous
figural landscape scene. D:25.7cm
起拍：$300

起拍：$700

228
20 世紀 墨彩花卉紋捧盒，體和殿製款

Aqua Glazed Covered Case, Early 20th C
估價：$300-$500
Aqua glazed "Imperial Garden" covered case. Decorated with
flowers and scrolls. D:25.5cm
起拍：$200

227
明 黃玉四方杯

A Yellow Jade Square Cup, Ming
估價：$6000-$10000
Square cup with beast handles on four sides. The stone of yellow
tone with some russet inclusions. H9.3xW8.4xD6.4cm
起拍：$3000
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230
清 仿哥窑青花博古紋雙耳瓶 成化
年制款
229
粉彩花卉紋路賞瓶带底座 洪憲年制款
A Famille Rose Floral Vase HongXian
Mark W/Stand
估價：$500-$800
A famille rose vase of the globular
body with waisted neck, painted with
pomegranates and chrysanthemums, four
characters Hongxian mark in red on the
base, comes with a wood stand, H: 21.5cm

A Ge Type Blue and White Vase
Chenghua Mark Qing
估價：$400-$700
A ge type blue and white vase, of
cylinder shape, flanked by a pair of
moulded lion dog handles, painted
with '100 antique' motif on a creamy
beige crackle ground, four characters
Chenghu mark at the base, H: 20.5cm
起拍：$200

231
出口創匯期 燒藍三足香薰

A Gem Inlaid Jade Bangle Censer Export Period
估價：$500-$800
The censer of globular form, side flanked with two
handles, attached to a pointed domed-like top,
decorated with various gems inlaid, the neck with
two jade bangles, all supported on three feet.
H: 20cm
起拍：$300

起拍：$300

232
20 世紀 紫砂三足雙耳香爐

A Gem Inlaid Jade Bangle Censer Export Period
估價：$400-$700
A zisha incense burner, with a knobbed handle
reticulated with round patterns, of compressed
body flanked by a pair of carved lion face
handles,the body carved with poetry, supported
on a three short feet, four characters incised at
the base, H: 14cm
起拍：$200
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233
明 仿古銅瓶

An Archaic Bronze Vase Ming
估價：$500-$800
An archaistic vase, cast around
the exterior in low-relief with
archaistic patterns, flanked by a
pair of loop handles, H: 22.5cm
起拍：$300

234
明以前 漢白玉獅子石權

A Large Chinese Stone Carved Qilin, Before
Ming
估價：$600-$1000
The mythical creatures carved in laying
down position and looking at each other.
28.5x29.5x12cm
起拍：$300

235
馬上封猴及人物擺件一組三件

Three Jade Carvings
估價：$500-$800
The first of a monkey on a horse's back, the
stone of celadon tone with white and russet
inclusions. The second of a figure with drum,
the stone of celadon tone. The third of a figure
holding ruyi on lotus leaves. Largest L:4.5cm
起拍：$300

236
瑪瑙佛像 連座

An Amber Carved Buddha w/stand
估價：$600-$1000
A Chinese carved amber figurine of a
Sakyamuni Buddha, seated in a meditative
posture. Finished with engraved detailing.
H:12cm
起拍：$300

237
清 碧璽龍鳳呈祥鼻煙壺 連座

A Tourmaline Dragon & Phoenix
Snuff Bottle, W/Stand
估價：$600-$1000
A tourmaline snuff bottle carved
dragon on one side, and a phoenix
on the other side， comes with
Stand, W:5x H:7cm
起拍：$300

238
19 世紀 方形銅香盒 連
座

A Incense Bronze Box with
Cover and Stand 19thC
估價：$3000-$5000
A three layers incense
bronze box with two
accessories, cover and
stand, 7x7x7cm
起拍：$1200

239
清 龍泉雙獅耳香爐帶蓋

Chinese Celadon Glazed
Porcelain Censer with
wood， Qing
估價：$500-$800
Rising from a short foot,
with a compressed round
body connected to a waisted
spreading neck, side
embellished with two lion
head figured ears, comes
with a carved wood cover.
D:12.5cm
起拍：$300

240
沈大生款 竹雕山水人物筆筒

A Chinese Carved Bambo Brush Pot
估價：$6000-$10000
The cylindrical bamboo section is lined with pewter interior,
finely carved in high relief and undercut with figures in
mountainous landscape with pine trees and bridges, the
figures shown at various pursuits. Signed by Shen Da Sheng.
H:16cm
起拍：$3000
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241
18-19 世紀 黃花梨木筆筒

A Chinese Huanghuali Brush Pot,18-19thC
估價：$3000-$5000
Of cylindrical form, patinated to a yellowish
brown color highlight with dark wood grain,
18-19th C. H:15cm D:15cm。
Provenance: From a Boston Family Collection
來源：波士頓西人家族
起拍：$1200

242
19 世紀 黃花梨木大筆筒

A Large Chinese Huanghuali Brush Pot,19thC
估價：$6000-$10000
Of cylindrical form, patinated to a yellowish brown color highlight with dark wood
grain, 19th C. H:21cm D:23.5cm
Provenance: From a Boston Family Collection
來源：波士頓西人家族
起拍：$3000

243
20 世紀黃花梨文房小几

A Small Huanghuali Table, 20th C.
估價：$1000-$1500
W34.7xH34.5xD15.7cm
Provenance: From a Boston Family Collection
起拍：$500

244
民國 歲寒三友竹雕杯

A Carved Bamboo Cup，Republic Period
估價：$600-$1000
Of lobed shape, exterior carved with plum
blossom. H: 7.5cm
起拍：$300
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245
民國 硬木雕長壽如意連核雕掛飾

Chinese Carved Wood Peach Ruyi， Republic Period
估價：$500-$800
The peaches and branch-shaped terminal worked with a raised border
enclosing peaches, ruyi and leaves on the arched shaft carved in high relief.
L:21.5cm
起拍：$300

247
19 世紀 竹雕福壽桃形擺件
246
19 世紀 竹雕駱駝人物

A Bamboo Carved Man on
Camel Figure 19thC
估價：$600-$1000
A bamboo carved an old man
with ruyi on hand is sitting on
a camel, and a dog is standing
beside the camel, H:28.5cm

A Carved Bamboo Peach, 19th C
估價：$400-$700
Randomly a peach shape, carved with a shou
pattern, below decorated with leaf pattern, and
the top with a carved bat. H: 28cm
起拍：$200

248
九格山水紋果盆連硬木盒

A Chinese Qianjiang Enameled 'Landscape'
Dish Set
估價：$400-$700
Comprising eight triangle dished and one
square dish, each painted with scholars under
bamboo, together fitted in an glass and
hardwood box. 28cmx28x7.5cm
起拍：$200

起拍：$300

249
黄釉 刻紋小碟 雍正年制款 ( 小
磕）

A Yellow Glazed Plate, Yongzheng
Mark
估價：$700-$1500
Thinly potted with gently rounded
sides supported on a short foot,
covered with an even egg-yolk
yellow glaze stopping neatly at the
foot, the exterior incised with a
band of leafy scrolls bearing peony
andchrysanthemum flowerheads,
the base left white and inscribed
with a six-character Yongzheng
reign mark in underglaze blue within
a double circle. Chip at rim D:15cm

250
宋 龍泉 米黃釉 雙耳瓶

Chinese Yellow Longquan Kinuta
Vase
估價：$2000-$4000
Mallet form body with widely
flared mouth, a pair of dragon
fish handles. H:7.5cm
起拍：$1000

251
18 世紀 青花花紋盤一對

A Pair of Chinese Blue and White Plates, 18th C.
估價：$1000-$1500
Raised on a short foot, the shallow sides rising to a slightly
everted rim, the interior painted with flower blossoms, floral
and foliage sprays. With scrolls decorated to the interior
rim. D:27cm
起拍：$500

起拍：$400
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252
19 世紀 銀胎燒藍方杯一對

A Pair of Chinese Blue Enameled Square Cups,19th C
估價：$500-$800
The straight tapered sides supported on a recessed flared
foot, each side with scholars and attendees conversing in an
outdoor landscape, enameled in blue, light blue, white and
brown glaze on a black metalground.
W/base:H:10.7cm D:6.7cm
起拍：$200

253
銅鎏金金剛杵及金剛鉞刀

Tibet Ritual Axe And Instrument
估價：$600-$1000
The first of a Tibet ritual axe carved with scrolls and dragon scales with
lotus petals with rounded edge to one end. The second of a circular
button Tibet bronze guard tool with a sharp end, carved with figural
andmythical beast heads and lotus petals to the mid section. Largest
L:23cm
起拍：$300

254
19 世紀 窯變釉三足洗

A Chinese Flambe Glazed Washer, 19th C.
估價：$600-$1000
Potted with a rounded body supported on
five legs, with a crushed blueberry tone
and occasional brown streaks applied to the
exterior, the interior and foot base unglazed
revealing buff ware. H:8cm
起拍：$300

257
晚清 仙槎款淺绛彩雙耳尊（底有洞）
255
青花太極八卦紋杯及五彩龍紋印盒

Chinese Famille Verte Covered Box And A
Blue And W
估價：$500-$800
The first of a circular famille verte box,
decorated with iron red and green dragons
with cloud swirls and fire flames to the cover,
the body is decorated with iron red and blue
flowering plants. The second of awhite cup
painted with a yinyang circular pattern to the
interior with geometric patterns to the side in
cobalt blue. Largest H:4.5cm
起拍：$300
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256
民国 光緒款寶藍地蝶紋描金賞瓶

Chinese Gilt Blue Glazed Butterfly
Vase, Guangxu Mark, Republican P.
估價：$1000-$1500
Painted in gilt with butterflies
enclosing with a band of floral
scrolls and sprigs at the neck of the
vase, all reserved against a dark blue
ground. The base with a six-characters
Guangxu Mark. H:39cm
起拍：$500

Xianchai Famille Rose Zun Vase w/
Stand, Late Qing
估價：$1000-$1500
Of archaistic bronze form, the pearshaped body rising from a gently
spreading foot to a waisted neck, applied
with two gilt dragon handles, painted in
bright enamels with blossoming peony
and lotus flower to one side and Chinese
characters to the other. A hole pierced at
the bottom. H:36.5cm
起拍：$500

258
粉彩水洗及青花龍紋盤 大明萬曆款

A Famille Rose Washer And A Blue And White Dragon, Wanli Mark
估價：$600-$1000
The first of a washer painted and lightly incised with two mythical animals amidst
clouds swirls, exterior in white glaze, The second of a blue and white plate decorated
with flying dragon pursuing a flaming pearl. The exterior decorated similarly. The
base with a six-characters of Wangli mark. Largest D:6.9cm
起拍：$300

260
19 世紀 紅釉賞瓶

A Chinese Red Glazed Vase,
19th C
估價：$500-$800
The compressed globular
body rising from a spreading
foot, attached to a long
waisted neck, overall covered
with dark red glaze.
H: 29.5cm
A yellow Sotheby's round
sticker at the base.
瓶底有蘇富比黄色标签。

259
明以前 四係磁州壺

A Cizhou Yao Vase, Before Ming
估價：$2000-$3000
Of oval shape, rising from a a short foot, the neck
attached with four straps, overall covered with archaic
patterns. H:26cm
起拍：$1000

起拍：$300

261
19 世紀 水晶
龍帶鉤

A Crystal Belt
Hook, 19thC
估價：$600$1000
A carved beasts
crystal belt hook
L:10cm
起拍：$300

262
銀鑲件三個

Three Silver Articles
估價：$300-$500
The first and the second two small round cover boxes, decorated with
red and green glass. The third a standing silver lotus seed.
Largest H: 4.5cm
起拍：$200
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263
嵌銀絲銅帶鉤 連座

A Silver Inlaid Bronze
Belt Hook, with Stand
估價：$500-$800
with an animal headform hook, curving to
an arched body, finely
inlaid to the top with
a geometric pattern of
scrolls and dots, the
underside with a circular
button.
L: 11cm
起拍：$300

264
銅擺件三個

Three Bronze Articles
估價：$500-$800
Consists of a sitting Buddha, with a lotus flower base, a bronze
animal, and a standing Indian style goddess. Largest H: 23cm
起拍：$300

265
民國 淺绛彩茶壺

A Qianjiang Teapot, Republican Period
估價：$400-$700
Of compressed shape, attached with a short sprout and a looped
handle, exterior painted with a landscape scene. W: 13.5cm
起拍：$200

266
瓷碗三個

Three Porcelain Articles
估價：$500-$800
Consists of a black glazed bowl, a white
glazed shallow bowl, and a cizhou yao
plate. Largest D: 13.5cm
起拍：$300

267
19 世紀 鑲寶石錫器四款 一組
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A Group of Four Tin Containers with
Gems Decor
估價：$200-$400
A large silver bowl with ruby glass insert,
other three small containers are in
different shapes with covers. All of them
with color gems decoration, chip with
hairline on the rim of glass bowl, Largest
D:22cm
起拍：$100

268
20 世紀 刀馬人物粉彩大缸 大明萬曆年製款

A Large Figurine Pot, 20th C
估價：$200-$400
Painted warriors and horses and landscapes. H: 34.5cm
起拍：$50

269
銅胎琺瑯赏瓶和富貴壽考銅碗

A Cloisonne Vase and A Small Bronze Bowl
估價：$200-$400
the globular body rising from a spreading foot, painted with
peony against a cobalt blue background with scrolling patterns.
H: 24cm. The rounded sides rising from a flat foot, the exterior
with Fu Gui Shou Kaocharacters in panels against a green back
ground. Largest D: 10.5cm
起拍：$100

271
锡器五款一組
270
高古陶俑七件一組

Seven Pottery Figures
估價：$400-$700
Six pottery standing figures and a pottery horse.
Largest H: 37cm

Five Tin Crafts
估價：$400-$700
Consists of a rectangular teapot, a plate and three small pots,
incised with scrolling patterns. Largest H: 16cm
起拍：$200

起拍：$200
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TERMS & CONDITIONS
STUNNING ARTS GALLERY AND AUCTION INC AS AGENT
The lots listed in this catalog will be offered by Stunning Arts Gallery
and Auction Inc as owner or as agent for consignor(s) subject to the
following terms and conditions. By bidding at auction you agree to
be bound by these Conditions of Sale.
BEFORE THE AUCTION
Prospective buyers are strongly advised to personally examine
any property in which they are interested before the auction takes
place. All lots are sold “AS IS” and without recourse and neither
Stunning Arts Gallery and Auction Inc nor its consignor(s) makes
any warranties or representations, express or implied with respect to
such lots. No statement, whether written or oral, and whether made
in catalog, or in supplements to the catalog, an advertisement, a
bill of sale, a saleroom posting or announcement, the remarks of an
auctioneer, or otherwise, shall be deemed to create any warranty,
representation or assumption of liability. It is the responsibility of
prospective purchasers to inspect or have inspected each lot upon
which they wish to bid, relying upon their own advisers, and to bid
accordingly.
BIDDING IN THE SALE
Refusal of Admission Stunning Arts Gallery and Auction Inc has the
right, at our complete discretion, to refuse admission to the premises
or participation in any auction and to reject any bid.
Registration before Bidding
A prospective buyer must complete and sign a registration form
and provide identification before bidding. We require bank or other
financial references.
Bidding as Principal
To bid in person, the bidder will need to register for and collect a
numbered paddle before the auction begins. Proof of identity will be
required. Should you be the successful buyer of a lot, please ensure
that your paddle can be seen by the auctioneer and that it is your
number that is called out. All lots sold will be invoiced to the name
and address in which the paddle has been registered and cannot
be transferred to other names and addresses. When making a bid,
a bidder is accepting personal liability to pay the purchase price,
including the buyer ’s premium, all applicable taxes and all other
applicable charges
Absentee Bids
If the bidder cannot attend the auction, we will be happy to execute
written bids on your behalf. Absentee bids in writing must be
submitted to Stunning Arts Gallery and Auction Inc at least 24 hours
prior to the sale by letter or fax. In the event of identical bids, the
earliest received will take precedence.
Reserves
Each lot may be subject to an unpublished reserve which may be
changed at any time by agreement between the auctioneer and the
consignor.
Auctioneer’s Discretion
The auctioneer has the right at his or her absolute and sole
discretion to refuse any bid, to advance the bidding in such a
manner as he or she may decide, to withdraw any lot, and in the
case of error or dispute, and whether during or after the sale, to
determine the successful bidder, to continue the bidding, to cancel
the sale or to re-offer and resell the item in dispute. If any dispute
arises after the sale, our sale record is conclusive.
Successful Bid
The highest bidder acknowledged by the auctioneer will be
the purchaser. In the case of a tie bid, the winning bidder will
determined by the auctioneer at his or her sole discretion In
the event of a dispute between bidders, the auctioneer has final
discretion to determine the successful bidder or to re-offer the lot in
dispute.
AFTER THE SALE
Buyer’s Premium
In addition to the hammer price, the buyer agrees to pay Stunning
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Ar ts Galler y and Auction Inc a buyer ’s premium and the
applicable sales tax added to the final total. Each lot sold is
subject to a premium of 20% of the successful bid price of each
lot up to and including $50,000 and 18% on any amount in
excess of $50,000 as part of the purchase price. Online bidding
is subject to a 23% buyers premium.
Deposit
The contact information provided by the purchase must be
accurate and true. The auctioneer reserves the right to request
a deposit to be provided before bidding and will be used
against any and all purchases made at the auction.
Taxes
Unless exempted by law, the buyer is required to pay HST
on the total purchase price including buyer ’s premium. For
international buyers, taxes are not applicable when purchases
are shipped out of countr y. Items shipped out of Ontario,
the buyer is required to pay taxes as per the tax status of that
province, whether is HST or GST.
Payment
Immediately after the purchase of a lot, the buyer shall pay
or undertake to the satisfaction of the auctioneer with respect
to payment of the whole or any part of the purchase price
requested by the auctioneer, failing which the auctioneer in his
sole discretion may cancel the sale, with or without re-offering
the item for sale.
The buyer shall pay for all lots within 7 business days from the
date of the sale, after which a late charge of 2% per month on
the total invoice may be incurred or the auctioneer, in his sole
discretion, may cancel the sale. The buyer shall not become the
owner of the lot until paid for in full. Items must be removed
within 10 days from the date of sale, after which storage charges
may be incurred.
Each lot purchased, unless the sale is cancelled as above,
shall be held by the auctioneer at his premises or at a public
warehouse at the sole risk of the buyer until fully paid for and
take away.
Payment for purchases must be by cash, INTERAC direct debit
(Canadian clients in person only), certified cheque (U.S. and
Overseas not applicable), bank draft, electronic transfer (fee
applies), and VISA or MASTER or AMERICAN EXPRESS card.
Should the item not be paid for within the time limit stated, the
auctioneer, without limitation of the rights of the consignor and
the auctioneer against the buyer, may resell any of the articles
affected.
SHIPPING
Shipping is provided at the buyers' expense. Stunning Arts
Gallery will provide a list of shippers. The purchased items will
be released with the buyers' written consent and until payment
has been made in full. Shipping, packing and handling is at the
entire risk of the buyer. SAG will have no liability of any loss or
damage to such items.
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